Hello. We are Smartstreets, designers and manufacturers of gum and cigarette litter bins and quick-install bicycle parking equipment quite unlike anything you may have seen before.

Our range of unique, award winning products make it possible to provide litter bins and bicycle parking facilities wherever they are needed most, without adding clutter to the street scene.

Together with our customers we are building a smarter, architecturally sensitive approach to street design to make the urban environment a cleaner, tidier, more enjoyable place for everyone.

Welcome to better streets. Welcome to Smartstreets.

For further information visit www.smartstreets.co.uk and view the web gallery at www.smartstreets.eu

Telephone 0800 328 9390
The Smartbin is a unique gum+butts litter solution that is attracting a lot of attention up and down the country. Made in the UK from recycled materials, the Smartbin is proving a winner with councils and private businesses. Popular for its friendly pod shape and ability to blend with the street-scene without adding clutter, the Smartbin is perfect in every location, even conservation zones - on posts, on walls or on railings.

Oh, and it’s just won a prestigious pan European Red Dot Design Award for innovation in product design.

Smartstreets - Smartbins™ - winning hearts, winning awards and winning the battle against gum+butts litter.

For more information go to: www.smartstreets.co.uk

telephone 0800 328 9390
**The Smartbin™**

**from Smartstreets**

Fact: In the UK alone more than 935 million packs of gum will be chewed each year.

Fact: Over 200 million cigarette butts will be thrown away every day. (Source: ENCAMS)

**Taking gum and butts off the street with Smartbins**

The Smartbin™ has been developed specifically for the safe and convenient disposal of chewed gum and cigarette butts. Designed to blend with existing street furniture the Smartbin streamlines the appearance of micro litter bins into the street scene in a modern, attractive way.

Uniquely, Smartbins attach easily to posts and walls so you can have more bins at more regular intervals without causing clutter.

With a Smartbin, there's always a bin within easy reach when you need it most.

**Built for the street**

The outer casing and hinged door is cast from recycled aluminium and can be powder coated in colours specified by the purchaser.

The bins are designed to clamp around most posts – this includes lamp posts, traffic lights, pedestrian crossing lights and bollards. They can also be fixed to bus shelters, walls or flat surfaces.

The lamppost mounted bins are, in fact, double Smartbins, a bin being attached either side of the post to form a modern pod shape with doors either side.

At the heart of the bin is a removable, fire resistant liner made of inert, high-grade weather resistant stainless steel with exceptional non-stick qualities. This liner can be easily removed, inverted to empty, and replaced in seconds.

Once installed, a Smartbin is self-contained and merely requires regular emptying, a quick and simple one-handed operation.

**Designed to be seen and used**

The Smartbin is a user-friendly little pod with a brightly coloured ‘mouth’ designed to catch the eye. The ‘mouth’ is sized and positioned to encourage the placing of gum, rather than the throwing of it.

It also discourages the disposal of larger items of litter. And to help cigarette butt disposal, a ‘stubbing out lip’ has been built into the opening and positioned so the discarded butt and ash falls directly into the liner.

The soft, organic pod-like shape of the Smartbin has been designed to encourage curiosity and investigation while its clear signage indicates exactly what it is there for.

Weather resistant 'pointer' graphics and specially produced non-slip pavement graphics highlight the problem of micro litter and draw people’s attention to the new bins.

The idea is to encourage people to make full use of the Smartbins in their area, to nurture a culture of considerate disposal.

---

Fact: In the UK alone more than 935 million packs of gum will be chewed each year.

Fact: Over 200 million cigarette butts will be thrown away every day. (Source: ENCAMS)
Fact: It takes 17 weeks to remove chewing gum from Oxford Street, but only 10 days for the street to be covered in gum again.

**Smartbins work**
Council customers have reported Smartbins being used heavily within hours of installation. And they continue to be used, resulting in a significant reduction in chewing gum dropped on the street and the virtual eradication of smoking related litter.

The whole unit is robustly constructed to discourage vandalism. Security is a special consideration, with fixings and a lockable door developed to resist tampering. Using a specially designed plate, the bin’s mouth can, in the event of a security alert, be closed.

**Environmental bins**
At Smartstreets we do everything we can to make sure our products and the processes involved for each stage in making them are as environmentally friendly as possible.

Our bin bodies and doors are cast from recycled aluminium giving new life to aluminium typically recovered from soft drink cans and engine blocks. All Smartbins are themselves recyclable by re-smelting the bodies and doors and re-casting the units. We manufacture and assemble everything in the UK to keep the requirement for haulage to the absolute minimum.

**Socially responsible bins**
On the front of the Smartbin we have included a discreet badge area for local authority or other branding. By branding or sponsoring a Smartbin, councils and companies have an opportunity to show that they support cleaner streets and a cleaner environment.

One colour, laser etched branding is included in volume orders – but screen printed multiple colour branding is also possible. We can even brand the badge plates for one-off customers who want to show their customers they care by installing Smartbins in and/or around their work premises or shop.

Smartbins are a well thought out, custom designed and sustainable way to manage the problems of chewed gum and dropped cigarette butts by encouraging a culture of proper disposal.

**www.smartstreets.co.uk**
Smartstreets are passionate about making our streets a better place. So we have set up www.smartstreets.co.uk. The website will display product details and bring you the latest news on Smartbins and a whole range of innovative new products which will be added to the range over coming months.

**5 reasons to catch the gum+butts early with Smartbins:**
- Convenient, accessible disposal point
- Visible but sympathetic styling
- Inexpensive to buy, simple to operate
- Consistent look across varied bin installation sites
- Robust, secure, weather resistant products

See the latest images of Smartbins installations at www.smartstreets.eu

For information about Smartbins and other innovative litter solutions, please contact Andrew Farish at:
SMARTSTREETS LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 8742 3223  Mobile: +44 (0)7850 551 661
Email: sales@smartstreets.co.uk  www.smartstreets.co.uk

Smartbins™, also marketed as Gumcatchers™ and Buttcatchers™ by Smartboxes Limited (part of the Smartstreets Limited Group).
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